POSTPONE DATE OF ALL COLLEGE SHOW TO FEB. 12

Director and Players Need Time For Preparation; Journeys To Play

Postponement of the date of the first all college vaudeville show to Feb. 12, originally scheduled for the night of February 5, was announced this week by F. Theodore Clark, professor of dramatics, and director of the show. Postponement of the date will give the director and his players much needed time to prepare their acts.

One of the features of the performance that will be arranged is the presentation of a dramatic play by Jane Curner, Ruth Backman, and Erle Simul.

The orchestra personnel follows: transcribers, Harold Epperson and Jack Bob; trumpets, George Sears; tenors, Jack Hinkle; baritones, Jack Barnard; basses, William Montgomery; sopranos, Perry Schmidt, and Jack Holley; violins, Jack Sampson and Jack Hooman, and clarinetist, Franklin Ellis.

The numbers the band will play are "Marching All Alike," "Love, and Under the Spell of Your Kiss."

Song and Dance Acts

In addition to this installment of vaudeville by the band Prof. Clark is安排ing several long and short acts for the cast at the present time. While completing for the show in the show that was evidence in the show with the first announcement Prof. Clark is still of the opinion that there is much talent in the college which has not yet presented a theatrical effort before him. Any students who have ideas for a show of this kind, whether they believe or not they think themselves of presentation, are earnestly requested to get in touch with Prof. Clark to make arrangements for a presentation of the act.

As the director announced previously only through the cooperation of the executive members of the students conducting the undertaking is taken, students are requested to present their ideas to the director. Making this show a success, Mr. Clark has announced, depends upon the students alone.

Get Seat Assignment For

Rest of Art Series

Seat assignments for the numbers on the Art Series during the remainder of the college year may be made at the office of Gordon Clark, student secretary, in Brock Hall this afternoon until 4 p.m. Mr. Clark has announced.

Students will be assigned the same seats as those held during the first ten performances. The second student will be assigned the second seat presented when the seat assigned is made.

Receive Notices Of

Three Alumni Deaths

Word of the death of three Lawrence college alumni within the past month has been passed on to the college by their respective families. Richard Mitchell, alumni secretary, the deceased are: Richard A. Anderson, 1951, a former Lawrence football star; and a veteran of the World War; Asa Andreasen, 1951, a teacher in Iowa; and John Paul Jones. The hand is composed of curtain rings, including the director. Along with the orchestra will be featured a vocal trio composed of Jane Curner, Ruth Backman, and Erle Simul.
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A WORD ON LOTS (VACANT OONES)

By The Observer

Vacant lots have always had an attraction for land speculators. We are, for that matter, both with our desire to possess space, and to explain this article. Even a man slightly skilled will more often stagger into a vacant lot to fall down than he will into a delightful or a correspondence school, for instance. Because we like to chatter, vacant lots do not stay vacant very long. In fact, if we study the situation carefully we shall see that there are no vacant lots, and therefore there is not a single article.

In Germany just as soon as a lot becomes vacant someone puts a beer garden on it. China uses vacant lots as dumping grounds for discarded governments of the month preceding. Incense which are over-crowded, for that matter, take in immensity in vacant lot (or is it broken lots?). Spanish parks choirs in vacant yards so that woodpeckers will still locate them. England, with plenty of vacant lots in both hemispheres, merely allows the use to show in some of them that so the man can make good her boast that she moves in the British empire.

Czechoslovakia makes parks of vacant lots so visitors may go walking in them and pass a lot of bad Czechs. "A Vacant Lot (Lot's wife)," with true meaning, is a play on words, turned to "rubber," a new term to ask to look over say they are trying through forward-looking students into touchdowns. Newspaper feature writers are a vacant lot, too.

In Appleton, at Lawrence, available vacant lots are filled with dead spirits, school spirit, if you will. But, all glances over our shoulder to say that vacant lot should be filled with cheer leaders. Are you listening?

We are, for that matter, born with a desire to clutter up space, and that desire leads us in vacant lots (or is it broken lots?) of would-be cheerleaders, rest resorts without means of communication for conferring college presidents, and a vacancy for basketball terrors, we hear for one more location as yet unutilized by gasoline stations and miniature golf courses.

This we would give unceremoniously and generously to college professors. A vacant lot in Czecho-Slovakia becomes vacant someone puts a beer garden on it. In India to tense and then turn to salt. In Asia to tense and then turn to salt. In India to tense and then turn to salt. In India to tense and then turn to salt. In India to tense and then turn to salt.

People are away in vacant lots, too. Insane asylums which are overcrowded becomes vacant someone puts a beer garden on it. Where Tom Thumbing is not engaged in, a vacant yard could be turned to salt. Mexican insurgents.

This we would give unceremoniously and generously to college professors. We are, for that matter, born with a desire to clutter up space, and that desire leads us in vacant lots (or is it broken lots?) of would-be cheerleaders, rest resorts without means of communication for conferring college presidents, and a vacancy for basketball terrors, we hear for one more location as yet unutilized by gasoline stations and miniature golf courses.
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Vikes Beat Ripon; Drop Close Tilt To Hilltops

MARQUETTE IS 18-14 VICTOR IN TIGHT MIX

By Henry Connor

The Sig Eps and Betas rest today on top of the basketball heap unbeaten, and in tomorrow's games there is little prospect of either of the Willamette defenses being able to stop the winning streak. Sig Eps had run up decisive victories over the Phi Chi and Beta A's last week before their "criminal" mix with a powerful Beta Phi team. Last week on the floor, the Sig Eps held the Phi Chi defense to only 16 points, the Phi Chi team looking for the men from K College-ave. on top.

Starting shortly with a four-point attack that had reached six points in two games, the Phi Chi finished the Sig Eps with every reason to expect an air-tight battle and a possible victory, but one of the most perfectly functioning defenses a fraternity team has presented in years over the Theta Phi two throws and the Sig Eps the half game. Starting out like a defensive super force, the first quarter mark found the eventual winners on the "long end" of a 2 to 0 score brought about by Sig Eps' basket. Campbell added another basket in the second half and refused to drop through the shots. The count at one point in the game was 26 to 12. With Trouble leading the world in the second stanza, the Sig Eps' up 11 points for the Phi Chi, and a rally against the Betas in the last quarter made the Phi Chi score look somewhat respectable. There played a steady game for the Phi Chi, but a battling Beta defense bent him far out on the floor for the most part.

Scores: SCORING GAME This week, the Sig Eps and Betas will be open to both upperclassmen and freshmen. It is his plan to promote both a varsity and freshman wrestling team. Training, however, will be restricted to intramural competition, and Betas will develop all students interested in preparing for the intramural championship, to be held sometime during the first of February and the first of March. All students interested in housing or wrestling are requested to sign up with Dormitory Head Coach Lawrence. Clones will be held each day except Saturday at 4:30.

Frost Train For Three More Cage Games This Year

At the Preview Midnight

By Henry Connor

In the Ripon battle, the frosh handed the ball well, and the floor work left little to be desired, but the inability to capitalize on easy scoring chances cost them the game 23 to 19. Trailing 13 to 6 at the end of the first quarter, the Betas exploded the ball well, and the floor work left little to be desired, but the inability to capitalize on easy scoring chances cost them the game 23 to 19.

Final Reductions

Our $3½, $4 and $5 MUFFLERS have been reduced for final clearance to

$1.95

See Our Window Display

THREE HOMES

The schedule for class hockey is as follows: all games will start at 4:30 P.M. at the hockey rink, Jones park. The schedule for class hockey is as follows: all games will start at 4:30 P.M. at the hockey rink, Jones park.

THE SPECTATOR

SATURDAY

Opening Night With GEORGE WICKSMITH

In a new sound range

"FAIR WARNING"

At the Preview Midnight

Saturday Night and Sunday Only

"THE COMMAND PERFORMANCE"

With Neil Hamilton

Sunday Only

VAUDEVILLE ON THE STAGE

Starting Monday WILL ROGERS

"Lightnin"

THREE HOMES

The schedule for class hockey is as follows: all games will start at 4:30 P.M. at the hockey rink, Jones park. The schedule for class hockey is as follows: all games will start at 4:30 P.M. at the hockey rink, Jones park.
Spanish Students To Present Play

La Leccia de Don Juan Will Be Given In Memorial Chapel
Feb. 24

Regular rehearsals for La Leccia de Don Juan, by Carlo Goldoni, a play to be presented in Memorial chapel February 24, by Spanish students of Lawrence College are being held under the supervision of Miss Charlotte Lorenz, head of the Spanish department. Miss Ethyl Lehman is working in conjunction with Miss Lorenz in the direction of the play. The cast has been chosen as follows:

Don Juan—Charles Tarver.
Marina—Ellen Bell.
Regina—Bath June K us.
Pepito—Evelin Woertz.
Doctor irismerido—Raphael Elixandro.
Albarea—Henry Gross.
Guglia—Michael Sinnich.
Romina—Villa Miller.
Raffine—Betty Weber.
Filipe—John Kowler.
Barbara—Charles Reitnauer.
Chater—Robert Grupen.

The play will start promptly at 7:30. There will be no admission charge.

French Composers' Music To Be Presented Sunday

Music of French composers will be presented at the special musical service which will be held at the Methodist church Sunday morning at II o'clock. The choir, under Carl J. Waterman, will sing sacred works of Cesar Franck, and Charles Gounod, of which the mere "Gallia," by the latter, will be a feature.

Hold Reception For Honorary Alumnae Sunday

XII chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota, entertained at a reception Sunday evening, January 25, in honor of Mrs. H. T. Lazer, consulats, of Milwaukee, who had been guest of the Methodist Vesper Service that afternoon. Mrs. Lazer is an honorary member of XI chapter. Resident alumnae were guests of the active chapter. A buffet supper was served at Hunan House.

Add Books To Library Of Paper Institute

In this issue of the bulletin issued by the Institute of Paper Chemistry is a list of equipment prepared by the students for the benefit of the companion giving aid to the Institute. A total of 560 volumes of periodicals were added to the Institute's library during November, December, and January. There were also 61 volumes of new books added.
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